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Conexus Law
“We’re building a law firm that enables
talented and passionate people to achieve an
exciting common vision, supporting them to
build their career and do their best work, in a
fun and inclusive environment.”
Ed Cooke, Founder and Managing Partner

A fast-growing challenger boutique law firm
needs dynamic, smart, specialist lawyers to
fuel its growth. Conexus Law is a firm like no
other so if you’re open to new possibilities,
have got some fire in your belly and want to
‘be the change’, this will appeal. The rest* can
look away now.
This is a rare opportunity to be in at the
start. That’s why we’re after pioneers –
lawyers who are prepared to risk (a little) to
build a career focused on markets poised
for stratospheric growth. We want market
leaders. Bright, sector-smart lawyers with
an entrepreneurial streak (you’ll be in
like-minded company here) who relish a
challenge and want to leave a legacy, please
talk to us.
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This is ‘new law’ with all the benefits, a
boutique focus and unique in the UK.
We’re a young business building on solid
foundations with leading edge IT systems,
a team of tried and tested consultants,
training, marketing and business
development.
Our clients (and we have some very
impressive clients with more coming on
board) are enjoying sector specialist advice
that’s smart and efficient.
Our picture of success is crystal clear and
we’ll share this with you at our first meeting.
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Conexus Law is ready to go. Exciting is the
best word to sum up our future.
And now we’re recruiting our elite team of
partners and consultants.
We’re after corporate, technology
and telecoms, energy and real estate
partners (and their teams if you want) and
consultants. If you’re motivated by what
you’ve read so far, then read on to find
out more.
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“We enable our clients to unlock innovation
in the built environment and digial world
by delivering creative legal and commercial
advice. They achieve their business goals
while benefiting our communties and the
wider world.”
Ed Cooke
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Our Firm
Conexus Law provides full service legal
advice to organisations and their advisers
working at the intersection of the built
environment, technology and people.

Data centres
Fibre optics
5G and telecoms
Internet of Things
Subsea cabling
Space

BuildTech
Augmented reality
Virtual reality
Artificial Intelligence
Robotics
Blockchain
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Technology
Infrastructure

Emerging
Technologies

Digital
Business

Built
Environment

Cloud
Data assets
Hardware
Software
SaaS
Technology services
Data protection/privacy
Intellectual Property
Cybersecurity

Smart buildings
Smart cities
Mixed use
Offices
Sports
Hospitality/Leisure
Industrial
Healthcare
Energy/power
Sustainability
Transport
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Our market is the new frontier (that’s why
we’re looking for pioneers).
It’s young, dynamic, global and growth
predictions are stratospheric.
This is what we do and we’re the first
boutique firm to focus on these markets.
You can work out the potential for yourself!
If these markets are where you want to pin
your career, Conexus Law is an obvious
choice.
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“If there is to be an evolution in the practice
of law, then lawyers need to discover their
inner entrepreneur. Conexus dares to
be different and challenges its lawyers to
‘think different”.
Gavin Johnson,
Construction and BuildTech Lawyer
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“I like working with Conexus because what
the firm is able to do is to provide truly
commercial sector focussed legal advice to
clients. This is the not the lip service that
many law firms pay to this point but real indepth sector expertise.”
Ian Timlin,
Disputes and Sports Lawyer
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Clients
We’re already working for some of the
world’s largest data centres and are well
known in this market. We will share names
and work at the next stage in our discussions.
You will also be invited to talk with our clients
so you can hear for yourself just how well we
are regarded.
“You will work for clients who are literally
changing the world and for the people who
live in it.”
Ed Cooke

“Thank you for your exceptional support. I
feel truly lucky to have had you as a critical
partner for so long. Here’s to many more
years together.”
Julie Callagee,
CFO, Verne Global
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“The Conexus team is a model of integrity,
trust and care. As our tech startup has
grown, they have been a consistent source
of dependability and expertise. I cannot
recommend Ed and his team enough.
They have been superb to say the least!”
Subhan Jahromi,
Co-Founder & COO, Edgevana Inc.
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Lifestyle
New law means new lifestyle. We’re offering
the same lifestyle choices as any other ‘new
law’ firm. You choose your work life balance,
your place(s) of work, your business targets.
We provide the brand, the infrastructure,
the back-up, the support, the IT, the training
and development, the insurance, the clients
(although you are likely to bring your existing
clients and be up for finding new ones). It’s a
good deal!
On work life balance. There is no
presenteeism here. We embrace working
from home or a hybrid model if that works
for you. You choose.
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“We encourage you not to be always ‘on’.
Our clients are buying our brain power
and our best professional selves. We need
to protect our collective welfare and
energy. That doesn’t mean you won’t be
working hard! We’ll keep you ticking along
efficiently so your time is spent wisely and
productively.”
Victoria Skidmore,
Finance and Operations Director
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Remuneration
Partners earn a competitive salary and you
are entitled to join in share equity. Your
entitlements to both are based upon our
joint assessment of your current and future
potential business. Each partner case is
different and we discuss this further with you
at an early stage.
The seamless transfer of your existing clients
(and other relationships) is a priority and
we give you all the support you need to
transfer as many of your client relationships
as possible. This support is available to you
before you join, at the beginning of your
partnership and on an ongoing basis as we
all know some clients can take a little longer.
Where appropriate, you will be supported in
expanding those relationships by introducing
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the expertise of your new colleagues. As
part of your on-boarding programme you
will be introduced to our existing clients and
briefed on our target client programme both
with a view to business development.
Benefits are everything you would expect
including bonus scheme, employer
contribution pension scheme, paid holiday,
private health schemes – a comprehensive
private medical scheme and the ability to
reclaim money on eyecare, massages, MRI
scans. We also have a cycle scheme. Note
we’ve all worked as partners in big firms and
know what you will expect.

Consultants, your renumeration is based on
fee share and hourly rates, depending upon
our need for specialist skills and your appetite
to engage in business development. The law
constrains us in terms of the wider benefits
we can offer to you but we can offer access
to some of our private healthcare schemes
at a more cost-effective rate than you could
purchase individually.
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Personal and Professional
Development
You will continue to grow and develop here.
You’ll receive training in marketing, business
development and technology, plus legal
knowledge of course. We are constantly
improving our shared skill set so we are
well placed to meet client demands, keep
ahead of our competitors and fulfill your
aspirations.
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“I can see the potential of my own practice,
which I have never been able to see before
and I genuinely believe that Ed can see it too
and wants to bring it to life. I feel Conexus
wants to share its success with all of us who
are part of it, in whatever way works for us as
individuals.”
Nancy Lamb,
Construction Lawyer
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From a standing start to now, on the runway
and ready for take-off, Conexus Law didn’t
happen on its own. Several smart people
have already invested time, talent, money
and energy into getting here because of their
confidence in the future.
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Values
All progressive organisations have their
values built into their business. At Conexus
Law we started with the values and built onto
them.
ESG Credentials

We recognise that ESG is now a crucial
factor for clients and recruits choosing law
firms. Because we’re still a young business
our ESG policy is still WIP. What we can
tell you is that we make a monthly donation
to LawCare, a mental wellbeing charity for
the legal community, and we are members
of The House of St Barnabas, a private
members club invested in creating a fair and
equal society. There will be a much bigger
story to tell here, of action rather than
words, but we’re not ready yet.
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Professional
integrity

Relationships
and people

Growth
mindest

Excellence
in our craft

Take
responsibility

Our place in
the world
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Business Support
“We’re a team. We support each
other to work how works best
for us as individuals. For me,
that allows me to work around
my family, as much or as little
as I choose. Importantly, I feel
I can be me. We’re not lawyers
in a corporate office. We’re real
people. Individuals.”
Nancy Lamb

Other lawyers
Conexus consultant lawyers operate to
the highest professional standards. We’re
very open to recruiting teams of associates
who may want to follow a partner. We
have an outsourced Paralegal team. For
international work we have our own network
of hand-picked lawyers to call on. For work
outside of our specialist area, which maybe
a concern for partners wanting to bring
clients across to us, we have the Conexus
Counsel Network, our own little (but global)
black book of experts, sometimes individuals
or small boutique firms, to deliver the work.

“There is an incredible depth of knowledge
that runs through the firm. There isn’t much
that, between us, we haven’t encountered
at least once or even many times over.
This expertise combined with the ready
availability of my colleagues to deliver
outstanding client work is what makes
Conexus an enjoyable place to work.”
Sumit Chakravorty,
Corporate Commercial Lawyer

Marketing
We’re building the brand in the client
markets with profile raising, strong
collateral, the Conexus In House webinar
series and social media. Before you join you
will work with Liz Whitaker, our head of
marketing, using her Propella® methodology
to build your business.
“I will be working with you before you start
to show you how to bring your existing
clients, how to manage all your touchpoints,
how to win more work from those clients
and win new ones. You will have all the
collateral, messaging and confidence you
need to succeed.”
Liz Whitaker,
Marketing Director
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Investment in our IT means we work
efficiently and provide the best service
for our clients. This includes everything
you would expect from a pioneering law
firm from our document and email system
that stores all our information in one
place, automates email filing and allows
collaboration on live documents to our
innovative online AML platform enabling
us to electronically identify individuals and
businesses. We will provide you with the
tools to supercharge your legal writing and
maintain focus with everything you need in
one place.
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Training
“With our IT support team I will ensure you
have the tools and support you need to do
the best possible work.”
Victoria Skidmore

We are passionate about personal and
professional development for all because it
makes for a happier and more productive
team. Your initial training will be around
the firm’s systems and processes. You will
have access to our training platform via our
learning and development provider. This
includes seminars, webinars, e-learning and
more for training in compliance, law and tax.

Finance
Our time tracking software allows you to
track time and expenses easily via desktop
or mobile app. You can use timers or enter
hours or integrate these into the tools you
already use. This system links to our finance
system where client bills are raised monthly.
It’s all quick, easy and hassle-free.

Group Facilities and PA
We’ve got a London office for you to use
whenever you want.
If you want a PA we can accommodate
what works for you including bringing in an
existing PA or VPA.
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Who are You?
Partners
The essentials ….
• Big firm experience is important (you’re joining a team
where everyone has trained and worked in the world’s
biggest and best law firms). Our clients expect that.
• You will have an in-depth understanding and a trackrecord of work in the markets we’re working in. You
are likely to have chosen these markets as where you
want to pin your career. Conexus Law gives you the
opportunity to do exactly that.
• You will already be working as a partner or be ready
to do so. At one extreme you might be an established
partner, top of your game and with a team you’ve built
from scratch. But you might just have one more role to
conquer before you finish. Or you might be an ambitious
young director or associate who has already spotted the
potential in this market and want a place to build your
career. Oh, and we might be interested in your team
and/or your colleagues too.
• You may be working as an in-house lawyer in one of
our market sectors, with or without private practice
experience, and be ready to spread your wings.
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• You will have a loyal and impressive client following
(in fact, you’d like more of the income generated by
these clients). Yes, there is work ready to give you but
any pioneering partner knows they need to bring and
generate the business.
• You think global. We’re working in an international
market.
• You will be entrepreneurial – you can spot opportunities
coming down the track and be up for taking them.
Our head of marketing will be on standby to support you
on capitalising these opportunities including during the
on-boarding.
• Client relationships are crucial, of course they are, and
you will know this automatically. You won’t need to be
asked to add value, live and breathe, prioritise client
relationships because you just do.
• You want a seat at the table. Not just the equity table
but the one where decisions are made about the firm’s
future.

Consultants
To join the consultancy team, you are likely to be working
independently and want to be part of a bigger team
while retaining your independence. Future partnership
opportunities are here if you’re right for the role and if you
want them.

On-boarding
Once you’re in, you’re in. There is no time to waste.
We need you ready to go on day one. You’ll have a tailored
on-boarding programme. You’ll also be invited to join team
or client meetings and/or any socials we might be having.
We’ll help you bring clients across and pave the way for the
future.
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*If average PEP is your first question, this
is not the firm for you. Profit divided by a
number greater than 100 is not our thing.
What we’re after are individuals whose
priority is to build the profit and share it
between maximum 35 by 2026. This is an
equity share with meaning. Oh, and while
we’re on the subject, this firm is anything
but average!

*If it’s a pension pot you’re after, nope,
we’re not for you. We need people
prepared to build a business and a
pension pot. That said, we’re offering a
pretty generous pension package. And
healthcare. And all the other benefits you
would expect.

*If it’s a safety blanket you’re after, nope,
this is not for you either. Be under no
illusion, it takes guts and courage to build a
brand and business.

Ready to fly?

If you’re you ready to join a law firm like no other please email Ed Cooke in strictest confidence. There is no obligation on your part, an
expression of interest means we can have a conversation to see if it’s right for you.
If now is not the right time for you but might be in the future, contact us anyway so we can keep in touch until the time is right.
Ready to talk? We hope so.
Contact Ed Cooke on ed@conexuslaw.com or on 07535 123000.
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